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Findings:
• Chi² calculation (signal rate² /background rate²) for 1 year of 

data and a stau mass of 100 GeV

Using this event selection and neglecting systematic 
uncertainties, IceCube would be able to exclude 
stau masses < 63.2 GeV with 90% confidence level.

Despite an unoptimized event selection, our sensitivity study 

shows that IceCube is capable of constraining new physics.

Targeted improvements:

• Improved energy estimator for minimally ionizing tracks

• Event selection incorporating the full zenith region of interest 

(80°- 95°) with background discrimination.

Staus inside IceCube:
• Energy loss during propagation (PROPOSAL) [4]

• Photon propagation (CLSim) [5]

• Event selection for atmospheric neutrinos, zenith > 85° [6]

-> Constant energy deposition leads to constant effective area

-> Event selection suppresses bins close to cut-off

• Rates integrated over energy range form 100GeV –1TeV

Stau Flux at Detector Surface:
• MadGraph cross sections for stau production [2]

• MCEq air shower simulation [3]

• Propagation through air, ice, rock for different zeniths

-> flux attenuation at higher zeniths due to more material passed

-> Cut-off due to current (software related) restriction to
relativistic staus

Stau Search in IceCube

Analysis Fundamentals:
• Stau is supersymmetric partner of tau lepton

• Generation via Drell-Yan processes in cosmic-ray air showers

• Staus are sufficiently long-lived to reach the detector

• Staus appear as minimally ionizing muons, due to the 

suppression of stochastic losses by their mass [1]
• Search for excess in region with low muon background

Pursuing a novel idea for SUSY particle searches using neutrino telescopes:
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